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Multiple pathways for state compliance

Rate-Based

Mass-Based

State Measures
Mass-Based
Three options for compliance through “trading-ready” plans

**Rate-Based**
- Apply Subcategory rates to EGUs
- Use State Goal
- Customized rates

**Mass-Based**
- Apply Mass-based standards to affected EGUs
- Apply mass-based standards to affected and new EGUs

**State Measures Mass-Based**
- Use mass-based state goal.
- Entities other than EGUs are responsible for compliance measures.
2030 Western States Rate-Based Goals (Trading Ready)
Western State Compliance under a Rate-Based Plan
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Western State Compliance under a Mass-Based Plan
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Utah’s statewide projected compliance gap under a *rate-based* plan
Utah’s statewide projected compliance surplus under a mass-based plan
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